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Abstract. The constant improvement of technologies is accompanied by an increase in requirements for 

the energy efficiency of industrial and residential facilities and the environmental friendliness of waste. The 

existing standards clearly formulate the concepts and limitations in this problem area. The developing class 

of cyber-physical systems accumulates the capabilities of cybernetics for modeling and controlling physical 

environments. Building on their basis not only monitoring systems, but also technology management is 

especially important in energy and ecology. When creating cyber-physical technology control systems, it is 

necessary to correctly formulate the goal. The article proposes the use of conservation laws in the format of 

their local forms. It shows how differential equations corresponding to these forms, transformed into an 

input-output form, are used to control the energy efficiency and environmental friendliness of waste and 

emissions from enterprises and other technogenic facilities. 

1 Introduction 

Science does not give a general definition of energy, the 

principle of its conservation means that there is 

something that remains constant [1]. Therefore, no 

matter what new ideas about the world will be led by 

future experiments, there remains something constant 

that can be called energy [2]. From a practical point of 

view, energy is defined as the ability of a given system 

of bodies under given conditions to perform a certain, 

quite definite amount of work. Energy, directly extracted 

in nature, which can be converted into electrical, 

thermal, mechanical, chemical, is called primary. 

The active use of energy efficient technologies leads 

to a decrease in the negative impact on the environment. 

This is reflected in the increase in the environmental 

friendliness of waste resulting from man-made 

processes. The interaction of modern digital technologies 

and the physical environment includes monitoring the 

environment and managing its indicators based on 

modeling as part of cyber-physical systems (CPS) with 

feedback. In [3], it is proposed to create cyber-physical 

systems with a target orientation, to be considered within 

the framework of subject and problem areas. Depending 

on the problem area in which the CPS is created, 

mathematical models oriented to its features are applied. 

Most problems in physics lead to the need to solve 

differential equations. This can be explained by the fact 

that many physical laws are represented by differential 

equations, in relation to some functions, which 

characterize the processes of evolution of required 

values in space and time. The article suggests that 

mathematical models based on local forms of classical 

conservation laws should be used to achieve primary 

purposes in the problem areas of energy efficiency and 

waste ecology. Direct use of such models allows receive 

necessary quantitative estimations corresponding to tasks 

of measurements and monitoring. It has been shown that 

in order to solve the problems of control energy 

efficiency and environmental friendliness of waste, it is 

sufficient to convert differential equations to the form of 

"input-output". 

2 Materials and methods 

Conservation laws are fundamental physical laws, 

according to which, under certain conditions, some 

measurable physical quantities that characterize a closed 

physical system do not change over time. In general 

terms, the conservation law states: the change in time of 

a certain physical magnitude (PM) in an elementary 

volume is equal to the sum of the inflow-sink of this PM 

through its surface, taking into account the rate of 

generation or destruction of PM in this volume. The use 

of fundamental physical laws, which, first of all, include 

conservation laws (mass, energy, momentum) creates 

sufficient conditions for creating mathematical models of 

objects based on a theoretical analysis of the object 

under study and the physical processes occurring in it. 

These models, converted into an input-output form, are 

used to control energy efficiency and environmental 
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friendliness of waste and emissions from enterprises and 

other man-made facilities. This approach, based on the 

fundamental results of mathematical physics [4], makes 

it possible to describe the necessary physical processes 

with any available precision. The accuracy of 

representations and adequacy of models are conditioned 

by the level of knowledge achieved in this problem area 

and the formalization methods used. This corresponds to 

the concept cyber-physical systems [5…8], which 

represent the basis for innovative development. At the 

same time, the reduction of the mathematical models 

obtained to individual cases of application, as well as 

their transformation into the form of "input-output" have 

no common solution. Some examples of the application 

of the proposed approach are discussed below. 

2.1 Primary energy as a criterion for energy 
efficiency 

The energy conservation law equation can be 

represented as 
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,
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 - energyfluxdensityvector, GE - 

rateofgenerationorabsorptionofenergyperunitvolume. 

Intheone-dimensionalcase, 

theenergyfluxdensityismeasuredinJ/m2s. An example of 

using this law is the heat conduction equation, which 

relates the change in temperature in time and space with 

the properties the medium 
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where Q is the amount of thermal energy per unit 

volume, J/m3, is the vector of heat flux density, J/m2s, 

GQ is the amount of thermal energy released per unit 

time in the considered elementary volume, J/m3s. 

In [9], energy efficiency is defined as a characteristic 

reflecting the ratio of the beneficial effect from the use 

of energy resources to the costs incurred in order to 

obtain such an effect, in relation to products, 

technological processes, and legal entities. It should be 

noted that the concept of energy efficiency is associated 

with the law of conservation of energy in all its 

transformations. In this sense, the concept of energy 

saving can be used only for one type of energy, which is 

"saved" by reducing the amount of energy in other 

forms. 

Germany is a recognized global leader in energy and 

resource conservation with one of the most stringent 

laws and regulations in this area. Many European 

countries have adopted the experience of Germany, for 

example, the German EnEW standards. Most European 

countries use primary energy costs as a criterion for 

characterizing the energy efficiency of buildings. 

Primary energy is determined by the amount of 

energy for the production of final energy, taken taking 

into account raw materials and processes of production, 

transformation and transmission of energy outside the 

enterprise. The description of thermal processes is 

possible on the basis of conservation laws and the 

equations of continuity arising from them. Physical laws 

in algebraic form are represented by equations of statics, 

and in differential form - by equations of dynamics. The 

laws reflect both the properties of individual elements of 

the object during the course of the selected processes, 

and express the conditions of balance and continuity of 

phase variables and describe the interactions between the 

elements of the system through the relations between the 

phase variables. The law of conservation of energy is a 

special case of the law of conservation, and its record in 

the form of an equation of heat (energy) balance is used 

for thermal calculations. The law of conservation of 

energy establishes that its change can be caused by 

movement inward or outward of the considered volume 

through the surface bounding it. In the balance equation, 

introduced energy is transferred to the left side, and 

expended energy to the right. In [10] the results of the 

joint work of European and Russian specialists in this 

area are presented. 

2.2 Models of monitoring and environmental 
friendliness of waste and emissions control 

In [11], environmental friendliness of waste is defined as 

the measurable and assessed properties of waste, 

representing its natural or deliberately provided ability, 

in all types of existence, not to have negative impacts 

within unacceptable limits on the environment, which is 

within a specified time in a certain proximity to the 

location of the waste. Conservation equations are used to 

determine the mass, density and concentration of waste 

and emissions. The mass conservation law has the form 

 d
divJ

dt 


= −

r
 (3) 

where ρ is the mass density, J  =
r r

is the mass flux 

density vector, 
r

is the mass transfer velocity vector. 

In the one-dimensional case, when the velocity is 

directed along one axis of the Cartesian coordinate 

system, the mass flux density is measured in kg/m2s. 

The continuity equation in gas dynamics has the 

form: 

 0divV Vdiv
t


 


+ + =


 (4) 

whereρ=ρ(x,y,z,t) -fluid (orgas) flowdensity,, v=v(x,y,z,t) 

-thevelocityvectoroftheliquid (orgas) 

atthepointwithcoordinates (x, y, z) atthemoment t.  

Gas propagation models in the form of equations (4) 

have found application in analyzing the distribution of 

pollution emissions. 

The main model of diffusion and convection is the 

turbulent diffusion equation: 
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where - q is the calculated mass (concentration) of 

pollutants; xi- coordinates; Vi, Ki- components of the 

average velocity of impurity movement and exchange 

coefficient related to the direction of the xi axis (i = 1, 2, 

3), a - coefficient determining the change in 

concentration due to natural pollution compensation. 

Various simplified formulas are used to determine 

the wind speed and diffusion coefficient, which vary 

depending on the state of the atmosphere. 

For a single source of pollution, the equation of 

turbulent diffusion and convection (5) is presented in the 

form: 
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whereY(ξ, η, ζ, t) - pollutantsconcentration, V


V


V


 - 

theprojectionsofthepollutantstransfervelocityvectoronthe

axisξηζ; K


K


K


- diffusioncoefficientcomponentsK.   

Representation of physical processes using 

differential equations reflects physical laws. At the same 

time, for their practical use for monitoring and managing 

energy efficiency and environmental friendliness of 

emissions, they must be reduced to the “input-output” 

form [12]. 

In [13], it is shown how equation (6) is reduced to the 

"input-output" form (7): 
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Emissionmonitoring control 

hasbeenreviewedinasufficientnumberofpublications. 

With regard to environmental management of waste and 

emissions, neutralization technologies and a number of 

other technologies presented in [14] are used. For 

example, emissions from enterprises using coal as a fuel 

contain fly ash with components, CaO and MgO, which 

can partially neutralizeH2SO4 , -  H2SO4 + CaO =CaSO4 

+ H2O. 

CO neutralization using Pt as a catalyst can be 

performed according to the formulas 

 1

2
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where: O2 –molecularoxygen; CO –carbonmonoxide; 

CO2–carbondioxide; Pt –platinum (actingasacatalyst); 

PtO, PtCO - intermediatesubstances;  
1 2 3

, ,K K K
  

– 

constants (atconstanttemperature) ofthereactionrate. 

The process of neutralizing emissions by the CO 

component is represented by a system of differential 

equations of the form [14]: 
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Where XO2, XCO, XCO2 –molarconcentrationO2, CO, 

CO2; QPt, QPtO, QPtCO, –surfaceconcentrationPt, PtO, 

PtCO; 
1

'
k ; 

1

'
k
−

- second-

orderforwardreactionratecoefficientsforthesurfacemediu

m; 
1

''
k – second-

orderforwardreactionratecoefficientsforagasmedium; 

2
k – second-

orderforwardreactionratecoefficientsforagasmedium; 

2
k
−

- firstorderfeedbackratecoefficients; 
3

'
k  - third-

orderforwardreactionratecoefficientsforthesurfacemediu

m; 
3

''
k - second-

orderforwardreactionratecoefficientsforthesurfacemediu

m. The solution to the system is given in [14]. Based on 

the simulation, the dynamics of changes in the 

concentrations of CO, CO2 and other components of 

emissions at a fixed temperature and with a change in 

temperature was analyzed. It was revealed not only an 

increase in the efficiency of the catalyst with an increase 

in temperature, but also the required temperature regime 

for the release of emission concentrations into a given 

standard corridor in a minimum time. An important 

result is a decrease in the consumption of the catalyst 

substance due to the acceleration of the catalysis process. 

For the problems of protecting underground metal 

structures from corrosion, which can be represented as a 

harmful product affecting the ecology of the 

environment, the parameter is the potential distribution 

determined by solving the Poisson equation [15] 
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whereP is the observation point on the surface of the 

pipeline, 
t

 is the point of location of the source with 

the number t, It is the controlled protective current of the 

source. 

Under the condition of making the assumptions of 

the potential linearity and equipotentiality of the pipeline 

cross-section, the equation describing the longitudinal 

distribution of the metal potential takes the form of a 

linear inhomogeneous differential equation 

 

2

2
( ) ( )M

d
r P i P

dх


=   (18) 

where ( )r P – linear longitudinal resistance of the 

pipeline at the point under consideration; ( )i P  - current 

flowing into the medium through the cross-section of the 

pipeline. 

The distribution of the displacement of the regulated 

potential on the surface of the pipeline system is 

determined from the found current distribution along the 

pipeline system, and the "input-output" equation will 

have the form [15] 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
p j c j j
х R х i х = %  (19) 

which determine the protection of the pipeline system 

against corrosion. 

3 Results 

The above models and methods are aimed at 

implementing the task of ensuring energy efficiency and 

environmental friendliness of emissions from 

enterprises. The given examples of different objects 

characterize the general approach. It consists in 

constructing dynamic, in the general case, models of 

energy and environmental processes based on 

differential equations. The compliance of such models 

with conservation laws allows to determine correctly the 

criteria for the subsequent control of energy efficiency 

and environmental friendliness of enterprises and other 

facilities. 

4 Discussion 

The proposed approach is based on modeling processes 

in physical environments and transforming models into 

an “input-output” form to implement control. This 

approach, associated with minimization or elimination of 

the "human factor", was proposed earlier as part of the 

concept of "nature-technogenics" [8] and fully 

corresponds to the concept of CPS. Obviously, there is 

no single solution to problems for various enterprises 

and the technologies existing in them. The selection of 

the required differential equations and the filling of their 

elements with concrete content presents individual 

research tasks in the relevant problem areas. For this 

purpose, experience from research and relevant results 

sufficient for inclusion in mathematical models can be 

used. Soft calculations and fuzzy logic that are not given 

in the article can be used to solve uncertainties. The 

division of tasks into monitoring and management, 

which has been examined using examples of energy 

efficiency and the environmental friendliness of 

enterprise waste, should be supplemented by a transition 

to digital management while minimizing the "human 

factor". Such examples are typical of x enterprises, 

where the objective is formulated as production 

efficiency.  In this case, a transition (decomposition) 

from global goals in the problematic areas of energy, 

environment, information and others to specific goals of 

productivity, competitiveness, energy saving and others 

is of interest. Of interest is the analysis of the 

relationship between energy efficiency and waste 

ecology, which requires special consideration. 

5 Conclusion 

The solution of the problems of ensuring energy 

efficiency and environmental friendliness of waste of 

enterprises is currently largely achieved for monitoring, 

modeling, analysis and other procedures in the context of 

making managerial decisions. A number of works 

concern the creation of a CPS for monitoring. The 

approach presented in the article is aimed at solving the 

problem of managing energy efficiency and 

environmental friendliness of waste. The well-known 

results, including those proposed by the authors, can 

serve as a basis for creating input-output models for 

closed CPS with feedback. This approach is aimed at the 

transition to smart technologies. The creation of such 

technologies based on mathematical models is in 

demand in all types of industries. 
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